Hello All You Wonderful People,
We had a great Seminar. We had lots of people who all learned lots of new
things. We had lots of food (which is always a plus). I want to thank Jean for taking
over the grilling when my daughter, Dana (who usually takes care of the catering)
and her Johnny got the flu and couldn’t come.
I would do a re-cap of the weather, but it is so confusing this year that no one
can keep up with it. It was a good day here for the Seminar, thank goodness.
Remember that this is the last newsletter for the year.
In this newsletter you are getting 10 transfers that are going in the Line as of
November 1st, 2009. Some of them are new ones and some of them are old ones that
I have brought back into the Line.
You are getting the last two (2) quilt blocks in each of the ‘Quilt Blocks of the
Month’ quilts – so at this time you can order the ones you need to finish your quilts
and hopefully get them quilted for that gift you were making them for – or you can
order the whole set of this year’s quilt blocks under B&F’09 – WAQ’09 – WDQ’09.
The price per quilt block figures out the same either way. For the complete sets the
price is $30.00 for each set. The ‘cover’ for these quilt sets will be in this newsletter
so you can see them all and see what paints you need to do them.
The pictures of the blocks are in order – so just order the ones you need by
number – B&F11, B&F12, WAQ01, WDQ05, etc.
Another thing that I have done this month is to make up ‘suggested colors’
indexes for the Quilts in the Line. I’m including this paper in the newsletter.
I’m, also, including the Transfer Paks page and the ‘suggested colors’ index to
go along with them.
Remember – the price of the Paint Racks – C350 - $7.50 will pretty much double
in January. This is a special introductory price. Every time we go in to buy more
wood to make them, the price of the wood goes up, so the price of the Racks have to
go up.
John has appreciated all of you that have said how nice they are. I, always, pass
those messages on to him. He does a lot of work to make them come out looking so
good and so far, the orders have come in fast and furious, so he hasn’t been able to
build a stock pile of them. That’s good! Keep the orders coming.
The other good thing about the Racks is that when you store your paints tip
down like that, you don’t have to worry about the separation because it’s at the other
end of the bottle and it won’t come out when you start painting.
There will be Kit changes in January. I will be changing some Kits around to
include more or different colors and, of course, to include the Racks in the bigger
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Kits. I think you will all approve of the changes. The new “Kit pages” will come out
in the January newsletter.
With all the many holidays coming up soon, be sure to remind your customers
and friends what a wonderful gift a hobby is for anyone.
The Primary Kit (K004) or the Starter Kit (K003) will make a perfect gift for
anyone. Add a transfer and something for them to paint it on and you have a great
way to help someone pass the time, relieve stress, make gifts, get started in a new
hobby or take up an old hobby that they loved earlier in their life.
For younger ones, the K004 and T4533 with a piece of material to put the
bookmarks on will give them the chance to make bookmarks to give to their friends
and teachers in the future. After they get the bookmarks painted cut them out a little
ways out from the line, then pull the threads out almost to the line to make a fringe
around the bookmark. The gift is fancy and useful and gives the young one selfpride. Teaches them that gift giving is not just about money, but about caring enough
to give your time and effort to make someone happy.
The only price changes, that I’m sure of in January, is the Paint Racks (C350).
All other prices will probably be the same. The price of some of the kits will change,
but only because they have more in them. Other than that, I will try to hold on to the
present prices for another year.
Next year I will be coming out with a lot of Transfer Paks. These are packages
of multiple transfers. Some of them will be just bringing back some of the old
transfers that I have been asked to bring back into the Line and others will be new
transfers that will go along with them.
I know that I will be bringing back a lot of the Indian transfers, both the Dancers
and others that have to do with this important part of the American Heritage. The
American Indians have taught a lot of things to others, both in their belief systems
and in the ways that they live their lives. One of the most important of these things is
the way they look at the Land and what taking care of it means to them and should
mean to all of us.

Nov 8th – at Lori’s in Brooklyn – 2:00PM
Nov. 14 th – at Sharon’s in Brooklyn – 2:00PM
Nov. 19 th – Here at Ginger’s Cameo Home Office and Facility – 11:00AM
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T4816-Friends are Forever

T4817-Oval Still Life

T4819-Against the Wind

T4822-My Household
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T4818-Cardinal in Winter

T4820-Our World

T4824-Peacock in Dots
(The above designs are $1.65 each)

T4823-Playful Kittens

T4821-Happy New Year

T4825-Indian Children

T5050-Rose Designs (All 4 of these transfers come in this Pak) for $5.25

